In order to accurately analyze the emotional tendency of social media users' evaluation and better promote the work of emotional analysis and recommendation algorithm. This paper presents a new text emotion classification model, which integrates content features and user features, by representing the sentence, content features and user features of microblog as vector matrix and inputting them into the text emotion classification model which integrates content features and user features. Firstly, it analyzes the content information and user information related to the sentence emotion of the target microblog, and constructs the content characteristics and user characteristics respectively; Then, a text emotion classification model is constructed, which integrates content features and user features; Then, the method of feature level fusion and decision-making level fusion is designed for microblog emotion analysis of image and text fusion. Maxout neuron is also introduced to solve the problem of gradient dispersion in the training process and optimize the training process. The experimental results show that: Compared with other models, the accuracy of the proposed model is improved by more than 2.5%, and it is better than other models in recall rate and F value.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of social platforms such as microblog, more and more people like to express their opinions and feelings, spread content and exchange on the Internet. It has important theoretical value and practical significance to analyze the emotion of users publishing content on social platforms such as microblog. Consumers can provide reference for their purchase decision by understanding the attitude and evaluation of other users towards a product; by analyzing users' comments on their own goods and services, enterprises can grasp users' preferences, so as to improve products, improve efficiency and carry out personalized recommendation [1] - [3] .
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Honghao Gao . In natural language processing, emotional analysis has always been a key research topic. It analyzes, processes and summarizes the information with subjective emotional color, so as to judge the emotional tendency of users [4] , [5] . As an important carrier of natural language, microblog emotional analysis has become one of the current research hotspots. Microblog is different from the general text. In a microblog message, in addition to the short text, it may also contain pictures, videos and other content, and microblog also has its own set of emoticons system, interaction and forwarding mechanism. As a social network platform, microblog users can understand the dynamic of users who are interested in it at any time through the attention mechanism. Users can interact in real time through comments, forwarding, likes and other behaviors, and each user in microblog has its own social relationship. Most of the existing microblog emotion analysis studies only focus on the content of the target microblog sentences, but ignore the emotional dependence of emoticons, pictures and microblog which also play an important role in microblog emotion analysis [6] . Different from the traditional text data, microblog messages are more difficult to analyze, and there are still many problems to be solved.
(1) Different from the traditional text, microblog messages contain special information such as emoticons, forwarding and comments. At the same time, each microblog user has its own unique attributes and emotional expression characteristics. The existing microblog emotional analysis methods do not fully consider these unique information and user information, which leads to the effect of emotional classification is not ideal.
(2) The existing microblog message is no longer a simple text form, but also contains pictures, videos and other information. Most of the research on microblog emotion analysis is based on microblog text, and some researchers consider the complementary role of text and text in microblog emotion analysis, but the constructed image emotion classification model has the problems of slow convergence or over fitting.
(3) As a social network platform, every user has his own social relationship, and the emotion between microblog is transitive and dependent. Most of the existing microblog emotion analysis methods simply assume that the emotions of different microblog are independent of each other, without considering the emotional dependence between microblog, so it is difficult to accurately determine the true feelings of users.
Therefore, in the research of microblog emotion analysis, in addition to the analysis of the target microblog sentences, the multi-modal data such as emoticons and pictures in microblog are also the focus of the research. In addition, the hidden user features, content features, interaction and forwarding features in microblog also play a key role in the emotional analysis of microblog. With the advent of the Internet era, the social network platform represented by microblog has become the main way for people to share and obtain information, resulting in a large number of data containing users' emotions. Emotional analysis of these microblog data is helpful to promote the research of public opinion analysis, personalized recommendation and emergency prevention. Therefore, microblog emotional analysis has important theoretical value. In recent years, more and more scholars have paid attention to it. Based on Sina microblog, this paper focuses on the most common image and text in microblog, focusing on the extraction and construction of feature information related to microblog sentence emotion, and using the method of deep learning to integrate the constructed features with the target microblog to improve the accuracy of microblog emotion classification. The main work completed includes:
The feature of this model is that it combines the advantages of deep learning model in abstracting abstract features with the idea of integrated learning and multi classifier decisionmaking. Maxout neuron is introduced on the basis of LSTM model. Although Maxout neuron increases the complexity of model in the process of model training, it is far less than the complexity of word vector transformation process, so it does not increase the complexity of the whole model in general. It solves the problem of gradient dispersion in the random gradient descent algorithm and optimizes the training process better. Finally, the feasibility and superiority of the model proposed in this paper are fully verified by the comparative test.
II. RELATED RESEARCH
A microblog message usually contains information such as pictures and texts, which are highly correlated in semantic space. It can provide complementary information for each other, give full play to the complementary role of different forms of data, and make more accurate judgment of emotional polarity. Reference [7] firstly extracts emotional features of text, voice and video, then splices the extracted emotional features, and finally inputs them into support vector machine (SVM) classifier for emotional classification. Reference [8] uses semantic dictionary, sentence structure rule and emotional tag as text emotional features, then uses the corresponding adjective noun pair in ANP as image emotional features, and finally uses parameters to control the fusion ratio of text and image for emotional classification of image text fusion. In reference [9] , a cross media bag of words model (CBM) is proposed. The extracted text features and picture features are used to form a word bag model, and the logical regression, SVM and NB are used for comparative analysis. In reference [10] , a new semi supervised emotion classification model CBOW-LR is proposed by extending CBOW model for distributed vector representation and emotion classification of text, and then the emotion features of pictures are extracted by using denoising automatic encoder. Finally, the emotion classification of picture and text fusion is carried out in an unsupervised and semi supervised way.
Deep learning method has been successfully applied in text and image single modal emotion analysis tasks. Using deep learning to do graph and text based cross modal emotion classification has become a new research field. In reference [11] , CNN is used to extract text features at word level, phrase level and sentence level, and feature level fusion method is used to fuse text features at different levels with image features, so as to carry out emotional analysis of image and text twitter. In reference [12] , we use two CNN to extract the features of text and image respectively, and then combine the features of full connection layer of text and drop connect layer of image. Finally, we use the method of logistic regression to fuse the features for emotional analysis. In reference [13] , a cross modal consistent regression (CCR) scheme is proposed, which trains a regression model with deep text and picture features. In order to make use of the internal relevance between text and image, reference [14] uses the long and short term memory network (LSTM) model of tree structure to analyze the emotion of text and image, so as to better map the words and image regions.
Compared with other fusion models, this model has a better effect. In reference [15] , attention mechanism is combined with CNN and SVM respectively, and image emotion classification model and text emotion classification model are constructed respectively. Finally, based on the proposed image emotion classification model and text emotion classification model, the effect of image and text emotion classification with different fusion methods is studied.
Microblog messages are different from traditional product reviews, news and other text content. Microblog messages contain special data such as emoticons, social relations and so on. Making full use of these special data in emotion analysis can improve the effect of emotion classification. Reference [16] proposes a microblog theme sentiment mining model which integrates emoticons and user's personality and emotion characteristics, which is used to judge the emotion between microblog sentences and microblog themes. Reference [17] crawls the interactive microblog related to the target microblog, the microblog with the same topic and the user's historical microblog as the training corpus, then extracts the words with higher term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) value in the corpus as the context feature, and finally combines the context feature with the target microblog sentence as the input of convolution neural network model to classify Twitter's emotion. Reference [18] constructs a theme emotion model based on latent dirichlet allocation (LDA) and microblog user relationship, comprehensively considers the fact that microblog users are related to each other, and uses microblog user relationship to learn the emotional polarity of microblog. Reference [19] constructs semantic feature representation matrix for common microblog emoticons, and then uses multi-channel convolutional neural networks (CNN) for feature learning to achieve emotion classification.
Through the analysis of the research status at home and abroad, we can find that although the field of emotional analysis has achieved good results, the emotional analysis of microblog is still in the primary stage. Different from the traditional text data, microblog messages are more difficult to analyze, and there are still many problems to be solved. Based on this, a user multi-modal emotion analysis method using deep learning in social network big data environment is proposed.
III. CONTENT CHARACTERISTICS AND USER CHARACTERISTICS OF MICROBLOG
In microblog, in addition to microblog sentences, emoticons, user activity and the degree of microblog being forwarded and concerned may have a certain auxiliary effect on microblog emotional judgment. Therefore, we choose emoticons, the number of emoticons and the influence of microblog as the content features, and the user's activeness and the number of fans as the user features. For each type of feature, a series of keywords are selected for identification, and then the keywords are combined into feature sentences. The selection of content features and user features is based on the analysis of sina microblog dataset crawled on the Internet. Each microblog contains not only microblog sentences, but also microblog emoticons, microblog comments and forwarding numbers. Each microblog corresponds to a user. The user's relevant information includes the number of users' fans and the historical microblog published by the user in the last ten days from the target microblog (the microblog to judge the emotion). The historical microblog is used to calculate the user's activity.
A. CONTENT CHARACTERISTICS
Emoticons: Through the use of emoticons, microblog users can express their opinions and emotions quickly and intuitively. Emoticons have an important impact on the emotional expression of the text, and even can change the emotional polarity of the text. In order to describe the relationship between the number of emoticons and the emotional polarity of microblog, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) is introduced, and the formula is defined as formula (1).
Through a large number of experiments on the data set, the statistical results show that the number of neutral microblog emoticons is almost less than 3, positive and negative microblog are more inclined to use more emoticons to express emotions, according to the number of specific emoticons, we can clearly distinguish the neutral and non neutral (positive or negative) microblog. Mark microblogs with less than or equal to 3 emoticons as ''less emoticons'', and those with more than 3 emoticons as ''more emoticons''. Microblog influence: The influence of microblog is mainly reflected by the number of microblogs forwarding and comments. The more microblog forwarding and comments, the more attention microblog content receives. The calculation formula of microblog influence is as follows:
B. USER CHARACTERISTICS User activity: User activity has been studied in different forms of networks, such as communication networks and social networks. The user's activity is classified according to the frequency of user's participation in microblogging activities in unit time. First, the users of daily frequency (f ≤ 3) are divided into low active users, the users of daily frequency (4 ≤ f ≤ 6) are medium active users, and the others are high active users. Then, the daily frequency f was adjusted through comparative experiments. When the daily frequency of low activity degree was f ≤ 2, the daily frequency of medium activity degree was 3 ≤ f ≤ 5, and the daily frequency of high activity degree was f ≥ 6, the accuracy of the model was the highest. Number of fans: To some extent, the number of fans reflects the influence of users. The users with more fans are generally celebrities or influential users. These users pay more attention to their public image and are more inclined to publish active microblog or neutral microblog with positive energy. According to the research results, the number of followers of users who publish negative microblog is almost less than 150000. According to the specific number of followers, negative microblog and non negative microblog can be distinguished obviously. Users with more than or equal to 150000 fans in the data set are labeled as ''multi fans'', and users with less than 150000 fans are labeled as ''few fans''.
In the microblog data with emoticons, the number of emoticons varies in the range, but according to the statistical results, most microblog only have one or two emoticons. The influence of microblog is calculated according to the number of comments and forwards of microblog, and the data of microblog crawled is calculated. The change range of microblog influence changes between, most of which are in the range of. The data range of the number of users' fans is large, and the most users have tens of millions of fans. The statistical results of the number of emoticons, the influence of microblog and the number of users' fans are calculated based on the randomly crawled microblog data, which also has certain applicability for different time periods of microblog.
IV. A TEXT EMOTION CLASSIFICATION MODEL COMBINING CONTENT FEATURES AND USER FEATURES A. MODEL COMPOSITION
By introducing attention mechanism into two-way LSTM, a text emotion classification model integrating content features and user features is constructed. The overall structure of the model is shown in Figure 1 . The model is mainly composed of vector representation layer, semantic acquisition layer, semantic synthesis layer and emotion computing layer.
Vector representation layer: The vector representation layer is the input of the model, mainly including the word vector matrix R F after feature sentence segmentation and the word vector matrix R T after microblog sentence segmentation. Each vector matrix is n × d, n is the number of words in the text, d is the dimension of word vector.
Semantic acquisition layer: This paper uses two-way LSTM and attention model to encode semantic information of text. In bidirectional LSTM, the output state at a certain time is connected by the output of forward LSTM and reverse LSTM at the current time, which is expressed as h t = − → h t , ← − h t . By multiplying the output h t of the implicit state of each moment by their respective attention distribution weights and adding them (a 1 , · · · , a t ), the calculation formula of the text semantic vector of the importance degree of each word in the text is as follows:
where T is the length of the text sequence, a t is the attention weight of the t moment implicit state output h t , indicating the importance of h t , and a t is calculated as follows:
where, v, W , U are training weight matrix, b are bias terms. Attention is paid to the calculation of the matching degree between the output h t and the final output h t of the hidden state at t moments by using the full connected network with hidden layer, then, Softmax was used to normalize, and the weight of attention distribution was a t . Although the Maxout neuron increases the complexity of the model in the process of model training, it is far less than the complexity of the word vector transformation process, so it does not increase the complexity of the whole model in general. Semantic composition layer: The main task of the semantic synthesis layer is to combine the semantic vector of the microblog sentence output by the model with the semantic vector of the feature sentence, and build the whole semantic vector.
Emotional computing layer: The main task of emotion computing layer is to build emotion classifier, calculate and output the final emotion classification results. The emotion probability distribution is calculated by softmax classifier, and the formula is as follows:
C represents the number of emotion categories, and the calculation formula of loss function is:
where, T is the training data set, d is a training sample, p t i (d) is the true probability distribution of emotion classification, and p p i (d) is the predicted probability distribution.
B. MAXOUT NEURONS
Although the traditional sigmoid function is widely used in the depth neural network, the problem of gradient dispersion often occurs in the training of random gradient descent. In the gradient descent algorithm, the fitting function is assumed to be h θ (X ) = θ 0 + θ 1 X
So the loss function is
where: x i is the ith element of sample feature X ; y i is the ith element of output Y . During the training process, the parameters are continuously updated until fitting
where α is the learning rate. The traditional batch gradient descent algorithm uses the whole sample set to iteratively calculate parameter θ. The complexity of each iteration is O (mn). Where m is the number of samples and n is the number of elements in each sample feature X .When the sample m is large, in order to reduce the computational complexity, the random gradient descent algorithm is usually used. That is to say, every time a sample is read, the parameter θ is updated iteratively, so the complexity of one iteration is only O (n), which greatly reduces the complexity of the algorithm. The random gradient descent algorithm is selected to train the model. The Sigmoid function is shown in Figure 2 .
It can be seen from Fig. 2 that if Sigmoid is selected as the activation function, when the random gradient descent algorithm calculates the derivative, with the increase of network depth, the amplitude of gradient will sharply decrease, resulting in the slow change of the weights of the first several layers, so that they cannot get effective learning, that is, the so-called gradient dispersion problem [20] , [21] . However, the emergence of Maxout neurons can solve this problem and increase the depth of the model. Its structure is shown in Figure 3 .
It can be seen from Figure 3 that each Maxout neuron is composed of several different activated neurons, and its output is the maximum value [22] , [23] of the activated neurons
where: h i j is the output of the ith Maxout cell in the lth layer, shown in blue; k is the number of activated neurons in the Maxout neuron; z ij l is the activation value of the jth activated neuron in the ith Maxout neuron in the lth layer, shown in yellow. The activated neuron is directly connected with the previous layer of neural unit through the weight matrix and bias vector, and is In the training process of random gradient descent algorithm, the gradient of Maxout neuron is
The above formula shows that the gradient of the output h i j of Maxout neuron to the activation unit z ij l with the maximum activation value is 1, and the rest is 0. It can be seen that Maxout neurons can solve the gradient dispersion problem by generating continuous gradient during the training process of random gradient descent [24] - [26] . Therefore, Maxout deep neural network has better training effect than traditional Sigmoid neural network.
C. FUSION CLASSIFICATION
Feature layer fusion classification: Feature layer fusion combines the feature vectors extracted from the text and image classification models respectively, and then inputs the combined feature vectors into the classifier for emotion polarity prediction. The fusion process is shown in Figure 4 .
The text feature vector output from the full connection layer is recorded as V t ; then the image feature vector output from the full connection layer is extracted as V i ; finally, the vector connection V t and V i are used to connect and act as the feature vector V of the image and text:
After obtaining the feature vector of image and text, the mapping from feature space to emotion space is completed by using Softmax classification algorithm. Decision level fusion classification: Decision level fusion classification is to use the classifier to predict the emotional polarity probability of pictures and texts, then use the fusion formula to fuse, and finally get the emotional polarity of pictures and texts [27] - [29] . as shown in Figure 5 .
In this paper, a weighted sum method is designed for decision level fusion. Each multimodal data sample in the dataset S, in the case of M modes and C emotion classifications, the probability set of emotion polarity is {P mc (s) , m = 1, 2, 3 . . . M ; c = 1, 2, 3 . . . C}. Because only two modes of microblog image and text, positive, negative and neutral, M is 2, C is 3. There are three emotional probability values (positive, negative and neutral) for the final output of each mode, so the size of the emotional polarity probability set is 6 (2 * 3). The principle of weighted summation is that for each emotion classification c, c emotion probability values of M modes are weighted summation, and a weight coefficient is set before each mode, and the calculation formula of weighted summation is as follows: is obtained. Finally, the emotion category corresponding to p c (s) with the largest probability value is the classification result after data fusion.
V. EXPERIMENT A. DATA SET
Because multimodal emotional analysis is still in its infancy, and Sina microblog, Douban and other platforms impose various restrictions on the crawling data for the sake of privacy security, there are few standard data sets for experimental comparison in scientific research. The data set of image and text microblog used in the experiment is the image and text data set of Sina microblog crawled on the Internet. First, we write the data of Sina microblog crawler crawling (microblog data includes microblog text, pictures, the number of microblog comments and forwards) and the user information related to microblog (the number of users' fans and the user's nearly ten day history microblog). Then, the data of microblog is preprocessed to remove advertisement and news. After preprocessing, 5 staff will mark manually. The marking rules are as follows: if there are three or more people in a microblog with the same tagging results, the emotional polarity of the microblog is the result of most taggers, and the ambiguous microblog will be deleted. Finally, 8745 positive microblog and 4685 neutral microblog and 2315 negative graphic microblog were obtained. After the data annotation, we extract the emoticons of each microblog, count the number of emoticons and calculate the influence of microblog to construct content features. Each microblog also has corresponding user features, which are mainly the number of users' fans and user activity. The user activity is calculated according to the number of microblog published by users in the last ten days.
B. EVALUATION INDEX AND PARAMETER
In order to verify the effectiveness of the text emotion classification method, image emotion classification method and image text fusion method proposed in this paper, accuracy, recall and F value are used as the evaluation indexes of classification effect [3] , [30] - [32] . Before introducing the calculation methods of the accuracy rate, recall rate and F value of the three categories, the calculation methods of the two categories are introduced, and the calculation formula is as follows:
TP indicates that the positive class is predicted as a positive class, TN indicates that the negative class is predicted as a negative class, FN indicates that the positive class is predicted as a negative class, and FP indicates that the negative class is predicted as a positive class. The batch of the model is set to 100, and 100 samples are output each time for training. The optimization function is Adam [33] , and the learning rate is set to 0.001. The training set and test set of the experiment are divided into 4:1. The experimental environment is Corei5 3.8GHz, Windows 10 64 bit system, 16g memory. Keras is used as the deep learning framework.
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANAIYSIS
In order to verify the performance of the proposed model, the experimental results are shown in Table 1 , compared with those in reference [8] , reference [12] and reference [15] .
From table 1, it can be seen that the proposed model has achieved the best results in all indicators. Compared with several comparative models, the average accuracy has increased by about 2.5%, which shows that the content features and user features constructed in this paper have a good indicative effect on emotion. The proposed model is superior to reference [8] , reference [12] and reference [15] in accuracy, recall rate and F value, mainly because the proposed model introduces Maxout neuron on the basis of LSTM model to solve the gradient dispersion problem in the random gradient descent algorithm and optimize the training process better, so that the model has better classification effect. Figure 6 shows the classification accuracy of all models in the training process. In the figure, the vertical coordinate is the classification accuracy, and the horizontal coordinate is the training times.
It can be seen from Figure 6 that with the increase of training times, the classification accuracy of each model gradually improves, and finally it stabilizes in a small fluctuation range. In reference [12] , we use two CNN to extract the features of text and image respectively, and then splice the features of text full connection layer and image drop-connect layer. Finally, we use the method of logistic regression to fuse the features for emotional analysis. After 20 times of training, the accuracy rate stays at about 85.3%, which is lower than other models. Reference [8] uses semantic dictionary, sentence structure rule and emotional tag as text emotional features, and the accuracy stays at about 86.5%. Reference [15] combines attention mechanism with CNN and SVM respectively, constructs image emotional classification model and text emotional classification model, and achieves high classification accuracy, with the accuracy staying at about 87.6%. The proposed model introduces Maxout neurons on the basis of LSTM, and uses two independent LSTM forward and reverse splicing to extract features. It not only has content features and user features, but also introduces Maxout neurons to solve the problem of gradient dispersion in the training process and optimize the training process. The accuracy is about 90%, which is about 3% higher than the three comparison models. The comparison test fully verifies the feasibility and superiority of the model proposed in this paper.
VI. CONCLUSION
In natural language processing, emotional analysis has always been a key research topic. It analyzes, processes and summarizes the information with subjective emotional color, so as to judge the emotional tendency of users. As an important carrier of natural language, micro blog emotional analysis has become one of the current research hotspots. In the research of micro blog emotion analysis, in addition to the analysis of the target micro blog sentences, the multimodal data such as emoticons and pictures in micro blog is also the focus of the research. In addition, the hidden user features, content features, interaction and forwarding features of microblog also play a key role in the emotional analysis of microblog.
This paper mainly aims at the problem that the effect of emotion classification is not ideal only through the target micro blog sentences, and improves the effect of emotion classification by integrating the target micro blog sentences with multi feature information.
This paper mainly aims at the problem that the effect of emotion classification is not ideal only through the target microblog sentences, and improves the effect of emotion classification by integrating the target microblog sentences with multi feature information. The sentences, content features and user features of microblog are represented as vector matrix, which is input into the text emotion classification model integrating content features and user features to realize the emotion classification of text. A user multi-modal emotion analysis method based on deep learning in the big data environment of social network is proposed.
However, due to the limitation of data set and other objective factors, there are still some areas to be further improved in this paper. Most of the existing microblog emotion analysis methods can not reflect the emotional expression characteristics of a single user when making emotional judgments, ignoring the user's personality and expression habits. Therefore, in the next step, we can try to build a separate emotional space for each user to classify user-oriented emotions.
